Article contour scanner
for the determination of article cross sections

we’re on it.
Article contour scanner
for the determination of article cross sections

Your benefits at a glance:

• independant article contour creation for articles that can not be assigned to standard geometry
• complex article forms can be automatically transferred to the article management with a high level of accuracy
• cost savings with regard to the expenditure for the creation of a customer specific article form
• competitive advantages

• with the article contour scanner you can create customer-specific article forms independently and flexibly
• if the shape of the article to be printed does not match standard geometry and can not be mapped with the standard forms available in the article manager, the article scanner offers the option of scanning the article in several cross sections and creating a customized article form
• even articles with unusual shapes can be decorated in highest print quality

Characteristics

• in addition to software expansion, mechanical and electrical retrofits are required
• the retrofit can be implemented self-reliantly
• however, we recommend the execution by one of our qualified service technicians as a detailed training in terms of functionality, configuration and operating principle regarding the article scanner makes sense